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New oscillation and nonoscillation theorems are obtained for the second order
 .  . w .  .linear differential equation u0 q p t u s 0, where p t g C 0, ` and p t G 0.
 . w n nq1 x Conditions only about the integrals of p t on every interval 2 t , 2 t n s0 0
.1, 2, . . . for some fixed t ) 0 are used in the results. Q 1997 Academic Press0
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the oscillatory and nonoscillatory properties of
the second order linear differential equation
u0 s yp t u. 1 .  .
 . w .Throughout this paper we will always assume that p t g C 0, ` and
 .p t G 0.
’Let a s 3 y 2 2 and N be the set of natural numbers. The main0
results of the paper are as follows.
THEOREM 1. If there exists t ) 0 such that for e¨ery n g N,0
anq1 02 t0 p t dt F , 2 .  .H nq1n 2 t2 t 00
 .then Eq. 1 is nonoscillatory.
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THEOREM 2. If there exist t ) 0 and a ) a such that for e¨ery n g N,0 0
anq12 t0 p t dt G , 3 .  .H nn 2 t2 t 00
 .then Eq. 1 is oscillatory.
We will prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in Section 2. In Section 3, we
will give an example to illustrate that the number a in the conditions of0
 .  .the type of 2 and 3 is the best constant for the validity of Theorem 1
and Theorem 2. This seems surprisingly interesting because the interval
 nq1 n x  .  .a r2 t , a r2 t is not covered by the conditions 2 and 3 .0 0 0 0
A typical result about the oscillatory and nonoscillatory properties of
 .Eq. 1 states that
THEOREM A. If
` 1
lim sup t p s ds - , 4 .  .H 4ttª`
 .then Eq. 1 is nonoscillatory, but if
` 1
lim inf t p s ds ) , 5 .  .H 4tª` t
 .then Eq. 1 is oscillatory.
 .  .  .It is obvious that 4 and 5 are conditions on the integrals of p s in
w .  .  .t, ` for arbitrarily large values of t, while 2 and 3 are conditions only
 . w n nq1 xconcerning the integrals of p s in 2 t , 2 t for every n g N, there-0 0
fore they are different kinds of conditions. We believe that Theorem A is a
well known result, but we cannot find a literature reference at hand, so we
give the proof of the theorem here.
 .  .  .Proof of Theorem A. i Using 4 , we can find a ) 0 and a g 0, 1r2
such that
` a 1 y a .
p s ds F , t G a. .H tt
 .Denote r t s art, then for t G a,
` `
2r t G r s ds q p s ds ' w t . .  .  .  .H H
t t
Hence
r 2 t G w2 t , w9 t q r 2 t q p t s 0, .  .  .  .  .
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from which we have
w9 t q w2 t q p t F 0. .  .  .
 .  w x.Therefore Eq. 1 is nonoscillatory cf. 2, Chap. XI, Theorem 7.2 .
 . `  .  .ii If H p s ds is infinite, then it is easy to see that 1 is oscillatory.
`  .  .Hence we can assume that H p s ds is finite for the moment. Let u t be
 .  .  .a nonoscillatory solution of 1 and u t ) 0 for large t, then using 5 we
can get two numbers a ) 0 and « ) 0 such that, for t G a,
` 1 q «
p s ds ) , u t ) 0. .  .H 4 tt
`  . `  .  ..2  wSince H p s ds is finite, H u9 t ru t dt is also finite cf. 2, Chap. XI,
x.  .  .  .Lemma 7.1 . Let r t s u9 t ru t , t G a, then
r 9 t q r 2 t q p t s 0. .  .  .
` 2 .  .  .It is easy to see that H r s ds is finite and r t ª 0 t ª ` . We use the
last two formulae to arrive at
` `
2r t G r s ds q p s ds .  .  .H H
t t
` 1 q «
2) r s ds q ' w t , t G a, .  .H 4 tt
which produces
1 q «
2 2 2r t G w t , w9 t q r t q s 0, t G a. .  .  .  . 24 t
Therefore
1 q «
2w9 t q w t q F 0, t G a, .  . 24 t
which is the Riccati's inequality for the equation
1 q «
u0 q u s 0.24 t
 wOn one hand, the last equation is oscillatory cf. 2, Chap. XI, Theo-
x.  wrem 7.1 , but on the other hand, it is nonoscillatory cf. 2, Chap. XI,
x.Theorem 7.2 . We have come to a contradiction.
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2. THE PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
1 ’ ’ .LEMMA 1. Let b s 2 y 2 , 0 - a F a s 3 y 2 2 , and define0 02
1 x
f x s q a . .  /2 1 y x
 .Then ar2 - f x - b for all 0 - x - b .0 0
 .  .Proof of Theorem 1. Let u t be a nontrivial solution of 1 and t be as0
 .in 2 . Without loss of generality, we can assume that there exist t* ) 0
and n g N such that0
2 n0 t F t* - 2 n0q1 t ,0 0 6 .
u t* s 0, u9 t* ) 0. .  .
Denote T s 2 n0 t , T s 2 nT s 2 nqn0 t , and let0 0 n 0 0
t s sup t N t* - t F T , u9 s ) 0 for t* F s F t , n s 1, 2, . . . . 4 .n n
 4Now we define a sequence p by inductionn
1 1 pn
p s a , p s q a n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .0 0 nq1 0 /2 2 1 y pn
1 1 1’ ’ .  .Since p s a s 3 y 2 2 - 2 y 2 s b , from Lemma 1 we see0 0 02 2 2
that
1 a - p s f p - b . .0 1 0 02
 .  .Again using Lemma 1, the increasing of f x in 0, 1 , and by use of an
inductive argument we get that
0 - p - p - ??? - p - p - ??? - b - 1.0 1 n nq1 0
Now we prove that the following two formulas are valid for all numbers
n g N,
u9 t ) 0, t* F t F T , 7 .  .n
na0 kp u9 T G u9 t* q 2 u9 T . 8 .  .  .  .n n knq12 ks1
 .From 6 and the definition of t it is obvious that t* - t F T . By then 1 1
definition of t , we see that1
u9 t ) 0, t* F t - t , . 1
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therefore
u t ) 0, t* - t F t , . 1
u0 t F 0, t* - t F t , . 1
 .which means that u9 t is nonincreasing in t* F t F t . Then we conclude1
that, for t* F t F t1
u t s u t y u t* s u9 t** t y t* F u9 t* t y t* , .  .  .  .  .  .  .1
 .where t** satisfies t* - t** - t. Integrating 1 from t* to t and using1
 .condition 2 with n s n , we have0
t1u9 t* y u9 t s p t u t dt .  .  .  .H1
t*
t1F u9 t* t y t* p t dt .  .  .H1
t*
2T0F u9 t* T y T p t dt .  .  .H1 0
T0
2 n0q1 t0n0s u9 t* 2 t p t dt .  .H0
n02 t0




u9 t G 1 y u9 t* ) 0. .  .1  /2
If t - T , then it would be contrary to the definition of t . Hence we get1 1 1
that t s T and1 1
u9 t ) 0, t* F t F T , 9 .  .1
a0
u9 T G 1 y u9 t* . 10 .  .  .1  /2
 .Inequality 10 can be rewritten as
1 p a0 0
p u9 T s q a u9 T G u9 t* q 2u9 T . 11 .  .  .  .  .1 1 0 1 12 /2 1 y p 20
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 .  .  .  .Relations 9 and 11 are exactly 7 and 8 for n s 1, respectively. Now
 .  .we assume by induction that 7 and 8 are satisfied for n s m, i.e.,
u9 t ) 0, t* F t F T , 12 .  .m
ma0 kp u9 T G u9 t* q 2 u9 T . 13 .  .  .  .m m kmq12 ks1
 .In view of 12 , we obtain that T - t F T and if T F t F tm mq1 mq1 m mq1
then
u t s u t y u T q u T y u T q ??? q u T y u t* .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .m m my1 1
F u9 T T y T q u9 T T y T q ??? .  .  .  .m mq1 m my1 m my1
q u9 T T y T q u9 t* T y T .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 0
m
ks u9 t* q 2 u9 T T , .  . k 0
ks1
 .where the nonincreasing property of u9 t in t* F t F t is used.mq 1
 .  .Integrating 1 from T to t and using 2 we arrive atm mq1
m mq12 T0ku9 T y u9 t F u9 t* q 2 u9 T T p t dt .  .  .  .  . Hm mq1 k 0
m2 T0ks1
ma0 kF u9 t* q 2 u9 T , .  . kmq12 ks1
which can be rewritten as
ma0 ku9 t G u9 T y u9 t* q 2 u9 T . .  .  .  .mq 1 m kmq12 ks1
 .We combine the last inequality with 13 to get that
m1 y p am 0 ku9 t G ? u9 t* q 2 u9 T , .  .  .mq 1 kmq1p 2m ks1
 .  .  .which reduces to u9 t ) 0, since 0 - p - 1 and u9 t* ) 0, u9 T )mq 1 m k
 .0 k s 1, 2, . . . , m . From the definition of t we get t s T .mq 1 mq1 mq1
Therefore, we have
u9 t ) 0, t* F t F T , 14 .  .mq 1
and
mq11 p am 0 kq a u9 T G u9 t* q 2 u9 T , .  .  .0 mq1 kmq22 1 y p 2m ks1
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1 w  .which is exactly the following inequality since p s p r 1 y p qmq 1 m m2
xa ,0
mq1a0 kp u9 T G u9 t* q 2 u9 T . 15 .  .  .  .mq 1 mq1 kmq22 ks1
 .  .  .  .From 14 and 15 we see that 7 and 8 are true for n s m q 1, and
 .  .  .therefore 7 and 8 are valid for all numbers n g N, hence u9 t ) 0 for
 .all t G t* and u t is nonoscillatory. The proof of Theorem 1 is finished.
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
’ ’3 y 2 2 - a - 3 q 2 2 . The proof will be accomplished by contradic-
 .  .tion. We suppose that 1 has a nontrivial nonoscillatory solution u t
 .and u t ) 0 for arbitrarily large t. Take a number n g N such that0
 n0 .  . n0  4`u 2 t ) 0 and u9 t ) 0 for all t ) 2 t . Let the sequence T be0 0 n ns0
 U 4`the same as the one in the proof of Theorem 1. Define p asn ns1
1 1 pUnU Up s a , p s q a n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .1 nq1 U /2 2 1 y pn
U  .Later, we will prove that 0 - p - 1 n s 1, 2, 3, . . . and therefore then
U  .definition of p is meaningful. It is obvious that u0 t F 0 andn
u9 T G u9 T G ??? G u9 T G ??? ) 0. .  .  .1 2 n
 .  .  .Using the nondecreasing of u t , nonincreasing of u9 t , and condition 3
we can estimate
Tnq1u9 T y u9 T s p t u t dt .  .  .  .Hn nq1
Tn
Tnq1G u T ? p t dt .  .Hn
Tn
n
Tnq1s u T q u T y u T p t dt .  .  .  . . H0 k ky1
Tnks1
n
Tnq1G u9 T T y T p t dt .  .  . Hk k ky1
Tnks1
n nq1qn02 t0kqn ky1qn0 0s u9 T 2 t y 2 t p t dt .  . . Hk 0 0
nqn02 t0ks1
na
ky1G 2 u9 T . 16 .  . kn2 ks1
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Especially, we have
a
u9 T y u9 T G u9 T , .  .  .1 2 12
U U  .  .hence, 0 - p s ar2 - 1 and p u9 T - u9 T . Now we claim that for1 1 1 1
all n g N,
na
U ky1p u9 T F 2 u9 T - u9 T , 17 .  .  .  .n n k nn2 ks1
0 - pU - 1. 18 .n
 .  .  .In fact, we have proved that 17 and 18 are valid for n s 1. Assume 17
 .and 18 are true for n s m, i.e.,
ma
U ky1p u9 T F 2 u9 T - u9 T , 19 .  .  .  .m m k mm2 ks1
0 - pU - 1. 20 .m
 .In view of 16 , we have
ma
ky10 - u9 T F u9 T y 2 u9 T . 21 .  .  .  .mq 1 m km2 ks1
 .  .Combining 19 and 21 reduces to
U m1 y p am ky10 - u9 T F ? 2 u9 T . .  .mq 1 kU mp 2m ks1
Hence,
U mq11 p am ky10 - q a u9 T F 2 u9 T . 22 .  .  .mq 1 kU mq1 /2 1 y p 2m ks1
 .Again from 16 ,
mq1a
ky1u9 T ) 2 u9 T . 23 .  .  .mq 1 kmq12 ks1
 .  .  .  .Inequalities 22 and 23 mean that 17 and 18 are also true for
n s m q 1, therefore they are true for all n g N.
Since
a 1 pU1U U0 - p s - q a s p - 1,1 2U /2 2 1 y p1
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 .  .in view of the increasing of f x in x g 0, 1 , by induction we arrive at
0 - pU - pU - ??? - pU - ??? - 1,1 2 n
hence
1 pUnU0 - p s q a - 1, 24 .nq1 U /2 1 y pn
which asserts that 0 - pU - 2r3. Let pU s lim pU , then 0 - pU F 2r3.n nª` n
 .Letting n go to infinity in 24 we obtain that
U1 p
Up s q a ,U2 1 y p
i.e.,
2 pU 2 y 1 q a pU q a s 0. 25 .  .
’ ’But since 3 y 2 2 - a - 3 q 2 2 , the discriminant of the quadratic form
in the last equation is
2 ’ ’D s a y 6a q 1 s a y 3 y 2 2 a y 3 q 2 2 - 0, .  . .  .
U  x  .which contradicts the existence of p g 0, 2r3 satisfying 25 . Hence all
 .nontrivial solutions of 1 are oscillatory and the proof is accomplished.
COROLLARY 1. If
12 t
lim t p s ds s a - a , .H 02tª` t
 .then 1 is nonoscillatory.
COROLLARY 2. If
2 t
lim t p s ds s a ) a , .H 0
tª` t
 .then 1 is oscillatory.
 .COROLLARY 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, e¨ery solution of 1
w .¨anishes at most once in t , ` .0
 .  .Remark. If 2 and 3 are replaced by
anq1 0cq2 t0 p s ds F .H nq1n 2 tcq2 t 00
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and
anq1cq2 t0 p s ds G , .H nn 2 tcq2 t 00
respectively, where c G 0 is a constant number, then Theorems 1 and 2 are
still valid.
For the following equation with a damping term
y0 q g t y9 q h t y s 0, .  .
 . 1w .  . w .we assume that g t g C 0, ` , h t g C 0, ` . By a change of the depen-
dent variable y ª u defined by
1 t
y s u exp y g s ds , .H /2 0
1 12 .  .  .  .  .the equation can be reduced to 1 with p t ' h t y g t y g 9 t .4 2
1 12 .  .  .  .COROLLARY 4. Assume that p t s h t y g t y g 9 t is e¨entually4 2
 .nonnegati¨ e and there exist c G 0 and t ) 0 such that for e¨ery n g N, 20
  ..resp. 3 is satisfied. Then the equation
y0 q g t y9 q h t y s 0, .  .
 .is nonoscillatory resp. oscillatory .
3. AN EXAMPLE
 . w .Construct a sequence of functions p t g C 0, ` satisfyingn
1
n np t G 0, supp p ; 2 y , 2 , .n n n2
1
p t dt s , n s 1, 2, . . . , .H n nq11 2R
 . `  .  . w .  .and let p t s  p t . Then p t g C 0, ` , p t G 0, andns1 n
n n 12 2
p t dt s p t dt s , n s 1, 2, . . . . 26 .  .  .H H n nq1ny1 ny1 22 2
Let n be a natural number and let t s 2 n0 y 1r2 n0. Then it is easy to0 0
see that
1
nqn nqn n nq10 02 y , 2 ; 2 t , 2 t0 0nqn02
1
nqn y1 nqn q10 0; 2 , 2 y ,nqn q102
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hence,
1 1 1nq1 nq12 t 2 t0 0p t dt s p t dt s s 1 y . .  .H H nqn nnqn q1 nq10  /00n n 42 2 t2 t 2 t 00 0
For any c ) 0
1 cnq12 t0 2cp t dt s 1 y . 27 .  .H n n /0n 4 2 t2 t 00
 .For any « ) 0, let c s a in 27 and select a number n such that0 0
1
1 y a ) a y « .0 0n /04
 .  .Then for any n g N from 26 and 27 we come to
a y «nq1 02 t0 2a p t dt ) , 28 .  .H 0 nn 2 t2 t 00
anq1 02 2a p t dt s , 29 .  .H 0 nq1n 22
 .  .  .where 28 means that the 2a p t satisfies condition 3 in Theorem 20
 .with a y « instead of a , but 29 and Theorem 1 guarantees that0
u0 t s y2a p t u t .  .  .0
is nonoscillatory. Therefore the number a in Theorem 2 is a best one.0
 .On the other hand, for any « ) 0 take c s a q « in 27 and select0
n g N such that0
1 «
1 y a q « ) a q , .0 0n /04 2
 .  .then using 26 and 27 we have for any n g N
a q «r2nq1 02 t0 2 a q « p t dt ) , 30 .  .  .H 0 nn 2 t2 t 00
a q «nq1 02 2 a q « p t dt s , 31 .  .  .H 0 nq1n 22
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 .  .  .  .where 31 states that 2 a q « p t satisfies condition 2 in Theorem 10
 .with a q « instead of a , but 30 and Theorem 2 induce that0 0
u0 t s y2 a q « p t u t .  .  .  .0
is oscillatory. Therefore the number a in Theorem 1 is also a best one.0
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